A     LONDON     YEAR
a human drama he, to me, is the most interesting ;
the born guest, the preordained shadow of the rich,
a type older than Rome. He bears some relation
to the medieval jester, owes something to the
freedmen of, say, the time of Claudius, has some
qualities of the soldier of fortune, and the heart of
a wandering philosopher, all of this filtered through
Oxford, burdened by a tradition and watered down
by racial anaemia.
c Charming ! * say women.
c Knows his way about! * say men.
* Poor sponge,' says the Comic Muse, c who would
rather hitch has canoe to a friend's yacht than take
off his coat and paddle it himself.'
In spite of his knowledge it is really remarkable
how he manages, on his £600, to find his way
into the right places, to drift through the London
season in just the right set. If only he had any
commercial energy what a school for climbers he
could run !
As he walks down Bond Street, observe how his
new suit acts like wine on him ; how obviously
amusing he is as he stops to talk with a woman—
a useful woman with a place in Scotland ! If ever
his conscience says, * You old fraud, you old hanger-
on, you should be ashamed of yourself!' I am
certain his better self immediately replies, 6 Rot!
I give them dashed good value for money. . . .'
Sometimes in the Autumn, when all his friends
have left London, you will see old Petronius sitting
on a green seat in Hyde Park with the yellow leaves
sailing down above him. It hurts to feel that he
has been left out of a house party, brings out the
truth that he is growing old, and, worse, dull. So
he just sits there, with the little gold, burnt-out
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